SALESFORCE
ON THE RISE

The IT sector faces significant changes as Salesforce
continues to monopolize the CRM market. The Salesforce
customer base is sky rocketing, leaving behind a demand
for Salesforce IT resources that far outweighs the supply.
Increased competition, an ever-changing technical climate,
and global expansion are all impacting the way that we find
and retain top Salesforce talent.
In this report we explore how organizations are managing
the changing expectations and perceptions highlighted
by employees in our 2015 report; from increased market
confidence and willingness to move jobs, to an increasingly
migratory talent pool. We also examine employers’ drivers
for the future, together with how organizations are able to
recruit and retain Salesforce technical and functional talent
in an increasingly candidate driven market.
The report will draw on insight from our global employer
survey, series of US roundtables and the experience of our
network of dedicated staffing specialists. We will closely
examine the factors affecting Salesforce hiring across the
nation, and will outline what companies need to do in order
to recruit and retain a competitive Salesforce team.
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Overview

It’s no Secret...

This report is based on the US results of our worldwide
employer survey, conducted with over 200 leading tech
organizations from across the world. Participants ranged from
small start-ups and SMEs, to some of the world’s largest, most
well-known tech giants1.

The talent pool for technical and functional Salesforce resources is quite limited. Even with
Salesforce making huge strides toward developing more Salesforce resources through
Salesforce University and Salesforce Trailhead, the demand seems to continue to eclipse
the supply. In conjunction with CareerBuilder, we created an in depth report of market trends
for both the supply and demand of Salesforce resources in specific regions throughout
the United States2. In this section we will use Southern California as a regional example to
demonstrate the changes in supply and demand of Salesforce Developers year on year.

Further industry insight is based on the perceptions and
experiences shared by hiring managers and key stakeholders
for Salesforce platforms throughout the US, which have
been voiced throughout a series of roundtables held in New
York, San Diego, and San Francisco. Addressing the key
themes raised by employees across the industry in 2015,
our roundtables explored the impact of an increasingly
competitive and global marketplace as organizations look to
build effective, scalable, sustainable Salesforce platforms.

In 2014 there were reportedly 35 active candidates with the title “Salesforce Developer”
who were seeking jobs in Southern California. However, throughout the same year there
were 186 “Salesforce Developer” jobs advertised in the same region. This means that for
every single active Salesforce Developer candidate there were just over 5.3 open local
positions for that person.
We ran the exact same report for the 2015 calendar year. In that, we discovered that
there were only 26 active candidates compared to an astounding 263 open Salesforce
Developer positions. This would mean an estimated 10 open jobs for every 1 qualified
active candidate.
The trend here is clear: Hiring technical and functional Salesforce resources is becoming
increasingly more difficult over time. Even in spite of Salesforce’s efforts to train and create
more candidates for the Salesforce workforce, it’s almost twice as hard to find and retain
these resources as it was a year ago. But how can that be?
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The Increasing Demand
The exponentially increasing demand for Salesforce resources can largely be attributed to the
company’s own success. In their annual report, Salesforce boasted a very high level of growth
throughout the 2014 calendar year3. As depicted below, Salesforce’s overall total revenue
increased just over 33% from 2013 to 2014.
Consolidated Statement of
Operations
Revenues
Subscription and support
Professional services and other
Total revenues

Bearing this in mind, many hiring managers have started condensing the interview process
for Salesforce resources into one all-inclusive step in order to expedite the process. There
has also been an uptick in the use of working interviews as an onboarding method, wherein
hiring managers will forego the interview process altogether and have a well-qualified, fully
referenced candidate start onsite straight away.
Though these methods might not always be viable options, they are certainly becoming
increasingly more popular methods of retaining top talent quickly.

(in thousands, except per share data)

2014

2013

$3,824,542
246,461

$2,868,808
181,387

4,071,00

3,050,195

2012

2011

2010

$2,126,234
140,305

$1,551,145
105,994

$1,209,472
96,111

2,266,539

1,657,139

1,305,583

With more sales than ever before, Salesforce is dominating the CRM market and growing their
customer base at a rapid pace, which leads to new platform implementations. Not just that, but
Salesforce continues to expand as they develop new add-ons, tools, and versions that need to
be implemented, integrated, or customized.
As the platform becomes more customizable, Salesforce projects tend to take longer to
complete, or candidates remain working on various consecutive projects for each client.
Whereas before customers could bring on a temp resource just to implement the product and
then carry on to their next role, now projects are taking much longer. Resources are asked to
not only implement the platform, but to also take on a variety of other tasks – installing new
add-ons, integrating 3rd party applications, merging multiple Salesforce orgs, etc.
The product itself is becoming more and more complex which leads to longer average project
lengths. Top candidates are retained on projects much longer than they were before, which has
led to a decreased supply in active candidates.

Salesforce Hot Spots
Though Salesforce seems to be universally recognized as the CRM of choice, there are specific
regions throughout the US where demand for such resources is notably high. Below is a list of
the Top 10 Metro Areas in the US with the highest demand for Salesforce Developers throughout 2015, which is based on a report run by CareerBuilder.
Rank

Top Metro Area

Demand Last 1 Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Greater New York City Area
San Francisco Bay Area
Washington D.C. Metro Area
Greater Boston Area
Greater Atlanta Area
Greater Los Angeles Area
Greater Chicago Area
Baltimore Maryland Area
San Jose California Area
Austin Texas Area

214
213
167
146
115
105
104
98
97
70

Driving your Success
With the demand outweighing the supply so dramatically, it’s important for hiring managers to
consider how they can stand out against other organizations who are competing for the same
limited resources. Like with anything, being the first to market offers a significant competitive
advantage over the rest of the market. Similarly, being the first to make an offer to a Salesforce
candidate drastically increases your chance of securing that candidate for your team.
Demand for Salesforce Resources by Region – 2015
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New York and San Francisco are no surprise as they are both known metropolises for economic
growth and technological advancements. Atlanta is a rapidly growing market as large
organizations like Coca-Cola have begun to hire Salesforce resources in hordes. Los Angeles also
has a notably high demand as tech startups in the metro area seek to set themselves apart from
their competition by leveraging highly customized Salesforce platforms and top tech talent.
Also making an appearance in the top ten is Austin, TX which is arguably one of the most exciting
up and coming tech hubs in the United States. Tech companies seem to be flocking
to Austin for the lower living costs, lack of state tax, and the strong local talent pool.

Navigating the Transient Market
In most other industries the candidate pools tend to be rather sedentary, with the vast majority
of candidates only pursuing and accepting jobs that are near or in their local regions. Conversely,
the Salesforce candidate pool is a very transient group, meaning that a large fraction of Salesforce
candidates are not tied to any one particular location or region.
According to Dice.com, a leading tech job board, there were 175 US users on their site in 2015
seeking the title “Salesforce Developer”. Of those 175 users, 95 of them indicated on their profiles
that they would be open to relocation. This means that over ½ of the candidate pool (54.28%) is
willing to uproot and move for the right project4.
In a recent Linkedin poll we asked the
Salesforce community what motivated them
most when deciding which jobs to pursue or
which projects to join. When weighing one job
offer against another, what deciding factors
were most important? Growth potential?
Work life balance? Location? Culture?
Compensation?
The most prevalent responses were noticeably
more concerned with project scope/career
growth and overall compensation than they
were about project locations. 50% of the polled
audience agreed that, for the right project and
the right price, they’d pack up and move just
about anywhere in the US5.
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Still, some Salesforce customers are weary to hire candidates outside of their local regions
for fear of increased risk and potential complications. However, organizations who are
open to allowing candidates to relocate for their projects are much more successful in
finding the right resource and finding them quickly. In a market where top talent is already
difficult to find, narrowing the candidate pool even further by location only makes it more
challenging.

Bridging the Gap between
Disparate Candidate Pools
In the Salesforce candidate pool there is a clear distinction between consultants
looking for contract work, and employees looking for permanent roles. These candidate
communities are for the most part autonomous from one another - it’s difficult to get
a consultant to accept a permanent role, and likewise it’s nearly impossible to find a
candidate willing to leave a permanent position for a finite project.
Typically Salesforce staffing needs arise in an organization when there are new projects
that require additional (or more specialized) resources to help bring those projects to
fruition. These usually come in the form of implementations, integrations, or upgrades.
However, hiring managers will try to hire permanent resources because they expect for
there to be ongoing support work following the project’s completion. It’s very difficult to
find a candidate who is both qualified to carry out the initial project and also is interested
in remaining in a maintenance type role afterward.
Most Salesforce candidates who are qualified for the initial projects are pure consultants.
They’re highly specialized because they hone in on a specific Salesforce skill set and
become experts in that. There are Salesforce consultants on the market who have
completed 90-100 full lifecycle implementations. When they finish one implementation,
they simply move on to a new one. This is how they gain and maintain their
specializations.

Salesforce Candidate Supply by Region – 2015

When the initial project work is completed, the Salesforce platform goes into more of a
maintenance phase. When this happens, the nature of the role changes considerably, thus
requiring a different type of candidate with a different set of skills. Permanent candidates
are usually best used at this time as they are interested in maintaining platforms and
performing support tasks. They also tend to be able to do so at a reduced cost, as the
scope of work is less specialized.
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At a Glance

Price – Generalist staffing firms tend to have lower rates as they operate on more of
a volume business across all roles. Partners rely heavily on their brand recognition
to justify much higher rates. Specialist firms tend to fall somewhere in the middle,
offering similar candidate quality as a Partner at almost half of the cost.

When organizations are tasked with hiring Salesforce resources, there are three main
staffing options that they consider: 1) Generalist Staffing Agencies, 2) Specialist
Recruitment Firms, or 3) Salesforce Implementation Partners.

Candidate Quality – Because Generalists fill roles across various skill sets, they lack
the technical expertise and in-depth market knowledge that Specialists and Partners
use to uncover and retain the upper echelon of Salesforce candidates.

Salesforce Recruiting Options

Generalist

Specialist

Partner

Price

$

$$

$$$$

Candidate Quality

êê

êêêê

êêêê

Avg. Delivery Time

4 weeks

1 week or less

Immediate

Exclusive Consultants

Always

Always

Never

Project Control

Always

Always

Never

Onsite Resources

Sometimes

Always

Sometimes

Contractor Care

Sometimes

Always

Never

This section will outline of the most significant pros and cons of each of these
three options.

Average Delivery Time – Generalists lack the position in the market to identify
and attract top candidates quickly. Specialists will already know who those top
candidates are, so the process to retain them is swift. Partners are equipped to
deliver resources instantaneously, as they often have benches of candidates waiting
for their next projects.
Exclusive Consultants – Partners will often have their best consultants working
on multiple projects at a time- meaning they may not necessarily be fully devoted
to your business. By placing someone in house with a Specialist or Generalist you
can be assured the consultants are all in on your project and will carry out the entire
duration of the project.
Project Control – Partners employ consultants to work on specific Salesforce
projects, however the candidates tend to be remote resources and ultimately serve to
benefit their company, not yours. Generalists and Specialists employ candidates who
can work onsite with you as a dedicated extension of your team. They will advocate
directly for your business and make sure that project timelines are being adhered to
and that deadlines are consistently being met.
Onsite Resources – As aforementioned, consultants from Partners largely tend to
be remote resources who travel onsite upon occasion. Generalists lack the position
in this niche market to know who the top local candidates are, so usually try to sell
remote resources to open up the candidate pool. Specialists have deeper insight into
the market and are able to find and retain more local candidates who are able to work
onsite directly with your team.
Contractor Care – Partners deploy resources straight onto projects but tend to have
a “No news is good news” philosophy when it comes to candidate satisfaction and
retention. Specialists have entire Contractor Care teams who serve to ensure that the
candidates are happy, the projects are successful, and the talent is retained.
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2015 Rate Review
Using the California Salesforce community as a baseline example, this section
examines the average hourly bill rates for various types of Salesforce candidates.
Please note that these are estimates based on what the market dictated throughout the
2015 calendar year in California.

If you have any questions regarding this report, or if you would like to speak further
regarding trends in the Salesforce market, please contact your local Computer Futures
representative shown below or visit our website at www.computerfutures.us.com.

However, these rates may vary based on specific project locations, cost of living,
duration of projects, scope of roles, day to day responsibilities, etc.

Salesforce.com Consulting Rates
Candiate Title

Avg. Hourly Rate

Salesforce Administrator

$90–$110

Salesforce Developer

$115–$125

Senior Salesforce Developer

$130–$140

Salesforce Solutions Architect

$140–$160

Technical Salesforce Architect

$150–$170

Salesforce Business Analyst

$105–$125

Salesforce Project Manager

$110–$140

*Please note that these
rates are all inclusive
bill rates which include
pay rate as well as
recruiting services.

Looking Forward
Based on these trends, it’s clear that the Salesforce community is its own distinct
ecosystem. Things are constantly evolving and there are many factors to consider when
approaching such a prolific market. This report has summarized these trends and how
they manifested themselves in the Salesforce community throughout 2015. Based on
this, the forecast for 2016 looks promising. Salesforce itself will continue to change and
improve, while more recruiting options surface in attempts to bridge the increasing gap
between supply and demand.
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